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ORGANIZE YOUR
CLOSET

5 ACTIONABLE STEPS TO GET ORGANIZED TODAY

www.simplesmallspaceliving.com
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You're one step closer to a cleaner closet and a calmer mind (well, at least for me a

clean closet means a calmer mind!).

I’m sure you’ve heard the saying, “work smarter, not harder”. Well once your closet is
"smarter", it will make getting dressed every day easier.

Ready? Great, crank some tunes and let's get started!

www.simplesmallspaceliving.com

Step 1: Purge

You knew it was coming - it's closet organization, not "everything you own" organization.

But be honest, you don't wear EVERYTHING in your closet ... do you?

The purge is always hard, it's like giving up your babies (I don't have babies, so I can only
imagine that's what it's like). Once you get started, "The Purge" becomes intoxicating. Let's
set some guidelines so it doesn't get completely out of control. WARNING: this step is the
most time consuming & potentially cocktail thirst inducing part of the day. Be strong.

Ask yourself three questions:
1. Does it fit me now? Not WILL it fit if I lose/gain weight ... NOW, current day, current bod
(we'll wait while you give yourself a fashion show ... )
2. Does it go with anything else in my closet (seriously, we all have that thing that's
completely rogue)
3. Do I wear this? Like actually wear it, please don't keep things to use as costumes

If you answered "NO" to any of these questions, it's time to say goodbye to the item.

Separate your "no" items into 4 piles:
1. Donate or pass onto a friend who may get use from it
2.

Sell - this can be online, by consignment or at a good old fashion yard sale

3.

Mend - if it's just a quick fix, take it to a tailor & breathe fresh life into an unworn piece

4.

Re-purpose as rags or throw out if it's beyond help

Step 2: Organize

BY CATEGORY

This next step is actually a few steps in one, but it goes quick, so don't worry. It also
depends on the size of storage space you have, as to how you will eventually put everything
into the closet.

Separate your clothes into categories:
1.
2.

Season - this applies if you live somewhere with distinct seasons
By item - shirts, pants, skirts, dresses, etc.

This seems easy, but the fact is, if your closet has been neglected, this can take some time
to get everything where it should be. Don't worry if it does, once you get a system going,
you'll be happy you took the time to get organized.

You can be as general or specific as you like - you can go as far as separating by sleeve or
dress length, dressy or casual, work clothes or weekend wear ... it's really going to be a
personal decision how niche your closet gets.

Step 3: Organize

BY STORAGE AREA

Once you have your items divided into like items, the next step is to organize them into where
in your closet they will be stored.

This is where you decide "fold or hang". Some items deserve space on a hanger, others work
best folded (nicely and neatly to make Mama Marie proud!) in drawers or on shelves,
depending on your set up.

I tend to like the majority of my casual clothes folded, with my work/dressier items hanging.
That way on a weekend, I can whip through my drawers, grabbing some jeans, a top & a
sweater and I'm ready to go.

If I don't have a designated coat closet or coat rack by the door, I aim to organize my
outerwear as separate as I can from my clothes. I've always kept frequently worn shoes by
the door as well, with more special occasion shoes in the closet. In recent years I have
purged my shoe collection from Imelda Marcos-esque to quality pairs of just the bare
essentials. Although it was tough at first, I love having shoes I love to wear and feel less guilty
about not wearing the entire collection.

Step 4: Organize

BY COLOR

We're in the home stretch ... almost there! You're doing great.

By now, you've purged (amazing effort!), grouped like items and decided what you'll hang
and what you'll fold into drawers or onto shelves.

The next step is organizing your items by color. I find this step easiest to do as you're
putting everything back into the closet (Truth serum? At this point the piles of clothes on my
bed looks like a clearance bin of clothes at the local charity shop & I can't wait to put it all
away).

Organizing by colour works best however YOUR brain works, so decide how you would like
to have things organized. Light to dark, dark to light, patters together, patterns mixed in
with similar color ways ... you do you.

PERSONALLY, I tend to go left to right, light to dark, shirts to pants to skirts to dresses,
with shortest to longest sleeve/length. In my folded piles, I go from top to bottom, light to
dark, shortest to longest sleeve/length. I tend to mix my patterns into similar colors, but
make sure that the patterns are at the end of the color. Is my OCD showing?

*RANDOM SIDE NOTE: If you've watch "Get Organized with the Home Edit" on Netflix, you'll
notice that they do the entire closet by colour, not by item. I think they do it for aesthetic
reasons, however my brain just cannot comprehend that. If that's how your brain works, have
at it and mix these steps up, but personally, a rainbow coloured closet not separaated by
items is my own personal nightmare!

Step 5: Hanger

SPIN

This last step is something I started doing in the last couple of years to keep me on top of my
closet game. I had once heard that you should purge your closet of items you haven't worn
in the last year. By that logic, if you've gone an entire season not wearing an item, then it's
probably time to move it on. I loved this idea, but wanted to figure out a way to track my
wardrobe to hold myself accountable.

That's where the hanger spin came into play. Now that your closet is beautifully organized
by clothes that fit & that you wear, by like items, and by colour, now it's time to spin
every.single.hanger.backwards. Yup, every single one. Get started ... I'll wait.

Done? Now get a post it note & a pen and write todays date, and stick that to the inside of
your closet. When you wear an item, put the hanger the right way again. Personally, I try to
wear an item 2-3 times before I spin the hanger around to the right side, just to make sure I
really wear the item.

In a year, go back and see how many hangers are still backwards, and think about how many
times you have actually worn each item. Take the clothes on the backwards hangers and
purge, baby purge! There will obviously be some specialty items you may not wear that
won't be purged, but this is so far the best way that I've found to hold myself accountable to
wearing as many items in my closet as I can.

Pat yourself on the back, you did it. You've organized your closet. Don't you feel calmer?

But wait, there's one more step for extra closet organization college credit ...

Step 6: Hanger
Bonus:

SWAP

This last bonus step one is a fun one ... it's time to go SHOPPING!

Most of us have an absolute jungle of hangers in our closet - wire ones from the dry
cleaners, plastic ones of all colours, thicknesses and sizes, maybe a few wooden ones - you
know, the "good" ones your parents always gushed over for coats ... or were those just my
crazy parents?

By swapping out your mismatched hangers for one uniform style, it won't only be more
calming and aesthetically pleasing, but it will also save you space, as everything will just fit
together in your closet better. Count how many you need, and go shopping, you deserve a
little retail therapy after all your hard work.

INSIDER TIP: For those of us with tight closets, the flock-lined hangers are slimmer & will let
you fit just a little bit extra than the plastic version.

Congratulations!

You've done a great job & taken the first steps to
getting more organized.

If you've enjoyed this exercise,
be sure to visit Simple Small Space Living
for more tips & ideas

Follow us on Instagram
@smallspace.living

